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Hardcover | $45.00
Gardening
Timber Press

Apr 30, 2019
Ctn Qty: 10
320 pages
8.00" x 10.00"

9781604698770

A Way to Garden: A Hands-On Primer for Every Season

Margaret Roach

“Margaret is the knowledgeable, encouraging, and often humorous best friend we all need when we grow a
garden.” —Niki Jabbour, food gardening author, writer, and radio host

For Margaret Roach, gardening is more than a hobby, it’s a calling. Her unique approach, which she refers to as
“horticultural how-to and woo-hoo,” is a blend of vital information you need to memorize (like how to plant a
bulb) and intuitive steps you must simply feel and surrender to. In A Way to Garden, Roach imparts decades
on garden wisdom on seasonal gardening, ornamental plants, vegetable gardening, design, gardening for
wildlife, organic practices, and much more. She also challenges gardeners to think beyond their garden borders
and to consider the ways gardening can enrich the world. Brimming with beautiful photographs of Roach’s own
garden, A Way to Garden is practical, inspiring, and a must-have for every gardener.  

Hardcover | $50.00
House & Home
Timber Press

Jun 11, 2019
Ctn Qty: 
256 pages
8.00" x 10.00"

9781604698268

Inside Outside: A Sourcebook of Inspired Garden Rooms

Linda O'Keeffe

An outdoor room is an extension of the home—a space that can used for entertaining, relaxing, cooking,
playing, swimming, and more. In spaces large and small, outdoor rooms offer a retreat from daily life and a
connection to nature. In Inside Outside, Linda O’Keefe—former creative director of Metropolitan Home—
inspires readers to create outdoor living spaces that offer an oasis of comfort and style. O’Keefe uses the
language of interior design to inform her approach to exterior design, focusing on space, structure, movement,
mood, and furniture. Inside Outside is filled with private gardens from North America and Europe that are
inspiring and illustrative examples. Readers will learn about the importance of structure from a garden in New
York’s Hudson Valley, the role of color from a home in Santa Monica, the element of surprise from a backyard in
Paris, and much more. Stylishly designed and filled with hundreds of photographs, Inside Outside is a must-
have for design-obsessed homeowners and gardeners. 
 

Hardcover | $50.00
House & Home
Timber Press

Apr 28, 2020
Ctn Qty: 
304 pages
10.00" x 8.00" 9781604698275

Midcentury Modern Garden Style: Design Inspiration for Home Landscapes

Beth Dunlop

Midcentury modern design is as popular as ever, leading many of the hottest national real estate and home
decor trends. One of the key features of a midcentury home is the strong emphasis on a cohesive connection
between indoor and outdoor spaces. Midcentury Modern Garden Style celebrates the important role the
landscape plays in this iconic style and helps homeowners create gardens that perfectly match their modern
home. Beth Dunlop explores the contribution of important practitioners such as Garrett Eckbo, Lawrence
Halprin, and Thomas Church by pairing classic examples of their work with contemporary examples with similar
features. The book is organized by garden feature—indoor/outdoor rooms, patios, pool areas, entryways, and
more—so readers will find a wealth of inspiring ideas for achieving each iconic look. A resource section details
where to buy the best plants, hardscape, and furniture. Midcentury Modern Garden Style is a rich, photo-driven
guide and a must-read for fans of modern architecture and design, and owners of midcentury modern homes.
 

Paperback | $37.95
Gardening
Timber Press

Sep 3, 2019
Ctn Qty: 
272 pages
8.00" x 8.75"

9781604698169

Orchid Modern: Living and Designing with the World's Most Elegant Houseplants

Marc Hachadourian

Orchids have always inspired passion. Their exotic flowers and vibrant colors draw people in, but their
reputation as fussy and difficult to grow keep many houseplant fans from adding them to their home decor. But
orchids can be easy to grow and Marc Hachadourian, the curator of the orchid collection at the New York
Botanical Garden, details exactly how in his new book. Orchid Modern includes basic information on potting,
watering, and care. Hachadourian profiles the top 100 plant picks, focusing on varieties that are readily
available and easy to grow. Step-by-step projects, including a jewel orchid terrarium, an orchid wreath, an
orchid kokedama, and a woodland centerpiece, will inspire readers to express their individual style and add
orchids to their home décor. Packed with accessible information and hundreds of stylish photographs, Orchid
Modern demystifies this intimidating plant and offers inspiration for modern styling.

Paperback | $37.95
Gardening
Timber Press

Jun 11, 2019
Ctn Qty: 
264 pages
8.00" x 9.00"

9781604698725

Plant Parenting: Easy Ways to Make More Houseplants, Vegetables, and Flowers

Leslie F Halleck

Whether it’s driven by a passion for houseplants, a desire to grow more tomatoes, or an interest in having a
garden bursting with colorful flowers, many people find themselves wanting more plants. Luckily, it’s easy to
make more of your favorite plants—and it can be done for free! Plant Parenting, by horticulture expert Leslie F.
Halleck, is a beginner-friendly introduction to plant propagation through cuttings, layering, dividing, and more.
Halleck details the basic tools necessary, demystifies seed starting and saving, and shares easy-to-follow
instructions for the most practical techniques. She also provides additional information on controlling pests and
diseases and transplanting seedlings and cuttings. Charming, richly illustrated, and accessible, Plant Parenting
is for beginning gardeners, houseplant fans, and anyone looking to make more of their favorite plants.
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Hardcover | $68.00
Gardening
Timber Press

Jun 11, 2019
Ctn Qty: 14
296 pages
7.50" x 9.25"

9781604694987

Temperate Garden Plant Families: The Essential Guide to Identification and Classification

Peter Goldblatt, John C Manning

Determining which family a plant belongs to is a crucial horticultural skill. Organizing plants by family provides a
framework for thinking about plant characteristics and for arranging thousands of plant names in a coherent
and predictive pattern. This is especially important now, as advances in DNA analysis have recently altered
much of the world of botanical taxonomy. In Temperate Garden Plant Families, Peter Goldblatt and John C.
Manning teach readers how to identify the most horticulturally important temperate plant families. Introductory
information includes an overview of family classification, plant nomenclature, and plant morphology. The
comprehensive A–Z of plants includes profiles that include information on the number of species and genera,
plant form, flowers, fruit, and a short description. Each profile is illustrated with color photographs and botanical
illustrations. This comprehensive identification guide is for botany and horticultural professionals, nurserymen,
advanced gardeners, and students of botany and horticulture.

Hardcover | $120.00
Gardening
Timber Press

Apr 30, 2019
Ctn Qty: 4
900 pages
8.50" x 11.00"

9781604697148

The Tree Book: Superior Selections for Landscapes, Streetscapes, and Gardens

Michael A Dirr, Keith S Warren

Michael Dirr, the author of the iconic Dirr’s Trees and Shrubs, is widely acknowledged as one of the leading
experts on woody plants. Keith Warren has shaped the American landscape through the introduction of tree
cultivars. Together, they have penned what will be the go-to tree resource for decades. The Tree Book is a
comprehensive survey of the trees commonly used in landscapes, streetscapes, and home gardens. The trees
included are widely available in the nursery trade, new and promising choices, or overlooked options that
deserve renewed interest. Each tree profile includes the common and botanical names along with details on
foliage; flowers, seeds, fruits, and cones; native range; adaptability; and popular uses in landscapes. The Tree
Book will be the authoritative, must-have resource for professional landscape architects, designers,
nurserymen, advanced home gardeners, and students of horticulture and landscape design.
 

Paperback | $37.95
Gardening
Timber Press

Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 
224 pages
8.50" x 10.00"

9781604698497

Deer-Resistant Design: Fence-free Gardens that Thrive Despite the Deer

Karen Chapman

Deer are the most common problem a gardener can face. These cute but pesky animals think home-grown
flowers and vegetables are delicious, and they can quickly devour hundreds of dollars’ worth of plants.
Common solutions often include the use of harsh chemicals or unattractive fencing. In her new book Deer-
Resistant Design, Karen Chapman offers a new option—intentional garden design choices that help keep deer
at bay. Chapman showcases real home gardens across North America that successfully coexist with wildlife.
Each homeowner also shares their top deer-resistant plants, all welcome additions to a deer-challenged
gardener’s shopping list and guaranteed to put the fun back into nursery visits. A chapter on deer-resistant
container gardens provides suggestions for making colorful, captivating, and imaginative containers. Lushly
illustrated and filled with practical advice and inspiring design ideas, Deer-Resistant Design is for every home
gardener looking for beautiful, natural ways to keep deer out of their gardens.

Hardcover | $29.95
Gardening
Timber Press

Aug 20, 2019
Ctn Qty: 
216 pages
6.50" x 7.50"

9781604698534

The Lifelong Gardener : Garden with Ease and Joy at Any Age

Toni Gattone

An estimated 10,000 baby boomers retire every day, and many of them are gardeners. As part of maintaining a
healthy and active lifestyle, they need to adapt how they garden to ensure they can continue enjoying the
hobby for years to come. In The Lifelong Gardener, popular garden speaker Toni Gattone shares adaptive
gardening techniques that help readers garden smarter, not harder. Gattone offers tried-and-true methods that
help eliminate the physical strain of gardening like buying new ergonomic tools, using raised beds, making
small adjustments like using kneeling pads, and dozens of simple ways to make the garden comfortable.
Throughout, Gattone maintains a positive and empowering tone that honors the garden and the gardener and
focuses on the joy of aging. The perfect gift for older home gardeners, The Lifelong Gardener shows how a little
advanced planning can make gardening a safe and fun daily activity. 

Paperback | $23.95
Gardening
Timber Press

Jul 9, 2019
Ctn Qty: 
224 pages
7.00" x 9.00"

9781604699296

Grow Your Own Herbs: The 40 Best Culinary Varieties for Home Gardens

Susan Belsinger, Arthur O Tucker

Nothing tastes better than herbs harvested fresh from the garden. In Grow Your Own Herbs, garden experts
Susan Belsinger and Arthur O. Tucker share everything a new gardener or home cook needs to know to grow
the forty most important culinary herbs. Grow Your Own Herbs starts with basic gardening information with
details on soil, watering, and potting. Profiles of 40 herbs—including popular varieties like basil, bay laurel,
lemon verbena, tarragon, savory, thyme, and more—feature tasting notes, cultivation information, and
harvesting tips. Additional information includes instructions for preserving and storing, along with techniques for
making delicious pastes, syrups, vinegar, and butters. Grow Your Own Herbs is perfect for those new to
gardening, gardeners with limited space, and anyone looking to add fresh herbs to their daily meals.
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Paperback | $28.95
Gardening
Timber Press

Apr 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 20
216 pages
8.00" x 9.00"

9781604699289

Everyday Sanctuary: A Workbook for Designing a Sacred Garden Space

Jessi Bloom

Create a More Sacred Garden Space with this New Workbook from Jessi Bloom

We all need sanctuary—and we can find it in our own backyards. From natural living expert Jessi Bloom,
Everyday Sanctuary is a fully illustrated creativity workbook filled with writing prompts and exercises that help
you create a garden that will nourish your spiritual and emotional well-being. You will learn how to deepen your
connection with nature, establish practices that calm and nourish, and tune in to seasonal cycles. Guided
activities will help you select plant allies for health and healing, design and install your own Garden of Eden,
and create rituals and ceremonies that are meaningful to you. In the end, you will have an invaluable record of
your intentions, choices, and experiences and a clearer plan for creating your personal outdoor sanctuary. 
 

Paperback | $29.95
Gardening
Timber Press

Apr 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
244 pages
7.00" x 9.00"

9781604698831

Grow Great Vegetables in Massachusetts
Regional Vegetable Gardening
Marie Iannotti

The best gardeners know what and when they can grow is determined by where they are gardening. Grow
Great Vegetables in Massachusetts is the ultimate guide to growing food in the Bay State, with detailed
information on climate zones, average frost dates, and growing season details. Entry-level garden information
includes details on sun, soil, fertilizer, mulch, and water. A garden planning section offers advice on design,
and monthly planting guides show exactly what to do in the garden from January through December. An A–Z of
edibles offers detailed information on the top 50 plants.
 

Paperback | $29.95
Gardening
Timber Press

Apr 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
224 pages
7.00" x 9.00"

9781604698855

Grow Great Vegetables in New Jersey
Regional Vegetable Gardening
Marie Iannotti

The best gardeners know what and when they can grow is determined by where they are gardening. Grow
Great Vegetables in New Jersey is the ultimate guide to growing food in the Garden State, with detailed
information on climate zones, average frost dates, and growing season details. Entry-level garden information
includes details on sun, soil, fertilizer, mulch, and water. A garden planning section offers advice on design,
and monthly planting guides show exactly what to do in the garden from January through December. An A–Z of
edibles offers detailed information on the top 50 plants. 

Paperback | $29.95
Gardening
Timber Press

Apr 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
244 pages
7.00" x 9.00"

9781604698824

Grow Great Vegetables in New York
Regional Vegetable Gardening
Marie Iannotti

The best gardeners know what and when they can grow is determined by where they are gardening. Grow
Great Vegetables in New York is the ultimate guide to growing food in the Empire State, with detailed
information on climate zones, average frost dates, and growing season details. Basic garden information
includes details on sun, soil, fertilizer, mulch, and water. A garden planning section offers advice on design,
and monthly planting guides show exactly what to do in the garden from January through December. An A–Z of
edibles offers detailed information on the top 50 plants.
 

Paperback | $29.95
Gardening
Timber Press

Apr 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 24
244 pages
7.00" x 9.00"

9781604698848

Grow Great Vegetables in Pennsylvania
Regional Vegetable Gardening
Marie Iannotti

The best gardeners know what and when they can grow is determined by where they are gardening. Grow
Great Vegetables in Pennsylvania is the ultimate guide to growing food in the Keystone State, with detailed
information on climate zones, average frost dates, and growing season details. Entry-level garden information
includes details on sun, soil, fertilizer, mulch, and water. A garden planning section offers advice on design,
and monthly planting guides show exactly what to do in the garden from January through December. An A–Z of
edibles offers detailed information on the top 50 plants. 
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Paperback | $41.95
Nature
Timber Press

Jun 25, 2019
Ctn Qty: 18
512 pages
5.75" x 8.25"

9781604697605

Wildflowers of the Atlantic Southeast
A Timber Press Field Guide
Laura Cotterman, Damon Waitt, Alan Weakley

Wildflowers of the Atlantic Southeast describes and illustrates 1,250 species commonly encountered in Virginia,
West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey, Washington D.C., North Carolina, South Carolina, and
Georgia. This comprehensive guide includes perennials, annuals, and bulbs, both native and naturalized. The
book is organized by flowers color and includes white, yellow, red, blue, orange, green, and brown flowers.
Introductory information includes an explanation of the key plant parts and information on plant names. Species
profiles include color photographs and range maps. Wildflowers of the Atlantic Southeast is for hikers,
naturalists, gardeners, and anyone wishing to learn more about the region’s diverse flora.
 

Display | $511.20
Gardening
Timber Press

Feb 26, 2019
Ctn Qty: 

9781604699388

Spring Gardening Floor Display 16-copy mixed

Kate Frey, Corrie Beth Hogg, Jessi Bloom

Spring Gardening Floor Display 16-copy mixed contains:
4 X Ground Rules 9781604698787 
4 X Handmade Houseplants 9781604698190 
4 X Creating Sanctuary 9781604697544 
4 X The Proven Winners Garden Book 9781604697551 

Display | $535.20
Body, Mind & Spirit
Timber Press

Apr 2, 2019
Ctn Qty: 

9781604699395

Spring Wellness Floor Display 16-copy mixed

JJ Pursell, Jessi Bloom, Francoise Weeks

Spring Wellness Floor Display 16-copy mixed contains:
4 X Master Recipes from the Herbal Apothecary 9781604698527 
4 X Creating Sanctuary 9781604697544 
4 X The Herbal Recipe Keeper 9781604698879 
4 X Everyday Sanctuary 9781604699289 

Display | $519.20
Gardening
Timber Press

Sep 3, 2019
Ctn Qty: 

9781604699401

Summer Gardening Floor Display 16-copy mixed

Susan Belsinger, Leslie F Halleck, Toni Gattone

Summer Gardening Floor Display 16-copy mixed contains:
4 X Grow Your Own Herbs 9781604699296 
4 X Plant Parenting 9781604698725 
4 X The Lifelong Gardener 9781604698534 
4 X Orchid Modern 9781604698169 
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